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To some Latin Americanists not current with the latest developments in cultural and artistic history of the
area, the word retablo is used to refer to the highly decorated and ornate backdrop to a church altar. It was a
revelation as well as an educational experience for this
reviewer to discover that the small devotional paintings
seen near images in various Mexican churches are also
known as retablos and are the subject of this ﬁne study.

From Europe the custom was brought to Spanish
America by soldiers and selers. It spread slowly, however, for there were only a very few sites during the
early days. e ﬁrst shrine to the Virgin of Guadalupe at
Tepayac was not constructed until 1622 (p. 11). By this
time, the retablo contained three elements. First there
was a reproduction of the image to which the supplicant
had prayed and requested a favor. It was usually depicted
as ﬂoating in the air on a cloud. en there was depicted
in some form the miracle which occurred. Finally, there
was painted a short text which dated and which described
the event and expressed gratitude for the favor granted
(p. 10).

It was an exercise in humility to recall visiting
churches all over Mexico and admiring the architecture,
paintings and sculpture, but ignoring and dismissing the
many retablos clustered about the icons and images venerated by the faithful. is well wrien and articulate
work focuses upon the background and historical develBecause they were painted on canvas or wood, not
opment of these votive oﬀerings. It reveals the impor- many of the retablos from the seventeenth and eightance of such folk art and traces its origins and history in teenth centuries remain. By the nineteenth century the
considerable and well-documented detail.
custom of painting on tin began and there are numere custom of pious people establishing a shrine in ous examples of them still available. It was also obvious
their homes began as early as the seventeenth century. that the economic and social level of those ordering the
Relatively wealthy creoles commissioned artists to paint paintings had changed. No longer wealthy creoles, but
copies of their favorite holy images so that they could more humble and poorer mestizos were not primarily repray in the comfort of their own homes. According to the sponsible for requesting the retablos (p. 15). Since they
authors, these relatively small religious paintings were could not aﬀord large fees, the artists who produced these
termed santos. In the eighteenth century, the custom of paintings were humble people from the same social class
painting on tin or copper began. By the twentieth cen- as those ordering the retablos. us we have true folk
tury, however, the santos type painting began to disap- art.
pear as modern technology made it possible to reproduce
While retablos were the work of untrained popular
cheap prints from lithographs. By the early twentieth artists, they have been so popular and ubiquitous that
century, the painted santos had almost disappeared.
they have inﬂuenced and aracted the aention of betVotive paintings on the other hand, though similar ter known artists. e authors catalogue the manner
to santos in appearance have an entirely diﬀerent ori- in which the retablo tradition has inﬂuenced Mexican
gin. According to the authors, the practice of leaving artists, particularly those of the Revolution. e list of
objects to thank or supplicate a diety has pre-christian those inﬂuenced contains such names as Posada, Zarraga,
roots, both in Europe and Mesoamerica (p. 9). Earliest Dr. Atl, Siqueiros, Diego Rivera, Freida Kahlo and Jean
examples of this were small anatomical ﬁgures of wax, Charlot (p. 38).
wood or clay le at sites of veneration. It wasn’t until
Aer explaining and analyzing the historical backthe ﬁeenth century that the more elaborate practice of ground of retablo painting, the authors turn to a descripleaving painted ex-votos at religious shrines developed. tion and history of eight images from among the hun1
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dreds available in Mexico. ese shrines consisted of four
of the cruciﬁed Christ, one of the infant Jesus and three of
the Virgin Mary. ey were chosen primarily because of
their location in central western Mexico, the area from
which the greatest number of migrants to the United
States come (pp. 46-47). e states are Zacatecas, San
Luis Potosi, Jalisco, Guanajuato and Michoacan. Working their way through an extensive collection of retablos, the authors selected a representative group of 129 to
analyze and quantify. ey ﬁrst arranged the retablos
according to the images to which they were addressed.
By a large margin, almost half, the most popular images
represented in the retablos studied was that of the Virgen de San Juan de los Lagos which is located in the state
of Jalisco. e other paintings were scaered among the
other icons mentioned.

termed by most migrants.
e third category was entitled “Legal Problems” and
accounted for 15 percent of the retablos studied. e authors noted that most of the ex-votos dealt with problems relating to securing proper papers and documentation such as green cards. Most of these retablos were of
recent origin and were dated aer the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. Prior to that date, these
problems were not as acute.
e fourth category was labelled “Medical Problems.”
One fourth of the retablos fell into this group. is is the
largest amount in any classiﬁcation. Some retablos dealt
with illness and some with operations. In all of them,
details were quite vague so that it was impossible to determine from the descriptions, the types of illnesses involved.
e next largest group, was a lile over 21 percent
of the paintings studied. It is entitled “Geing by in
the United States.” ere are several subcategories such
as work and traﬃc accidents which could possibly have
been grouped with the fourth or medical problem classiﬁcation. Another interesting subcategory was surviving military service. is occurred when migrants were
draed into the U.S. armed forces and served in various
overseas conﬂicts from World War I to Desert Storm.
e last division of retablos was that entitled “Homecoming.” About 18 percent of the paintings were placed
in this category. ey contain many eloquent expressions of gratitude for safe returns from El Norte. Some
of these were commissioned by returned migrants themselves while others were ordered by grateful wives or
parents.
e authors also classiﬁed the retablos by time periods. e largest number fell into the two most recent
periods. e decades of the 1960s and 1970s had about 18
percent of the paintings, while the modern period of the
1980s and 1990s had almost 20 percent. is reﬂects the
larger numbers of migrants coming to the United States
during the last thirty years.
Another way of studying the retablos was to group
them according to destinations in the United States. It is
not at all surprising that California and Texas were the
most popular destinations. Twenty percent of the migrants had California for a destination and 15 percent
went to Texas. Other areas were widely scaered with
none reaching 10 percent.
Finally, the authors aempted to classify the retablos by gender. In most categories the division was about
even. Only when dealing with legal and medical problems did retablos ordered by women outnumber those

So popular was the Virgen de San Juan de Los Lagos
that a reproduction of the image was made and transferred to the local parish church in San Juan, Texas. In
this manner a substitute shrine was constructed there for
Mexicans in the United States who found it diﬃcult to
travel all the way to Jalisco. It became known as the Virgen de San Juan del Valle. An interesting exercise in cultural transferring occurred there. e priests promoted
the shrine took to the radio and broadcast appeals for
support in the best tradition of U.S. evangelicals. e
appeals worked and suﬃcient funds were collected to
construct the church and shrine which is not the focus
of many pilgrimages by Mexicans living in the United
States. It is somewhat diﬀerent from Mexican shrines,
however, for the pilgrims have le no retablos at the
shrine of the Virgen de San Juan del Valle. As its popularity increased, however, and the shrine became prosperous, surplus funds were used to construct a school a
pilgrim hotel and a home for the aged (pp. 64-65). is
type of expansion seems to be more in the U.S. than the
Mexican religious tradition.
In order to analyze the retablos le by Mexican migrants to the United States, the authors categorized them
by subject maer and divided the subjects into six general
classiﬁcations. e ﬁrst was entitled “Making the Trip”
and comprised approximately 15% of the retablos studied.
is group dealt with diﬃculties encountered travelling
northward from their homes and in crossing the border
into the United States.
e second group was entitled “Finding One’s Way.”
It consisted of only about 5 percent of the paintings studied. It was mostly concerned with problems dealing with
securing employment and adjusting to the strange cultural environment of El Norte as the United States was
2
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commissioned by men. In these cases, the diﬀerence was
approximately 60 percent women to 40 percent men.
e last part of the book contains magniﬁcent color
reproductions of 40 of the retablos. On the facing page,
the authors placed the Spanish text and an English translation. Of greater interest, however, was the artistic description and analysis of the painting and its contents.
An eﬀort was made in some of the descriptions to speculate as to the actual events which may have taken place.
is was done when the picture and text were not suﬃciently clear and detailed.
is is a beautiful book. It is well wrien and superbly edited. e paper used is of archival quality thus
making the reproductions of the retablos as vivid and
beautiful as possible. It will certainly be useful as a reference for those researching the history of Mexican migration to the United States. It is of such high quality that
it could be proudly displayed on the coﬀee table where
many families display their art books.
ere have been many studies of Mexican immigration to the United States. It has been going for a long
time, but has grown exponentially in recent decades.
Once conﬁned to the border areas of Texas and California, it has gradually spread to the entire country. ere
is hardly an area where Mexicans do not live and work.
eir cultural impact is not being felt and it is estimated

that within another decade Hispanics will be the largest
minority in the country.
One factor makes Mexican migrants unique, however, and that is the ease with which they can journey
to their homeland. It is not at all unusual for these workers to return to Mexico for holidays and family celebrations. As the authors note, there is hardly a family in
west central Mexico that does not have a member in El
Norte. Money sent home by Mexican workers in the
United States is now recognized as an important factor
in the Mexican economy.
e ease with which these people slip from one culture to another has tended to develop what the authors
term a new “transnational culture.” As they state:
“working in the United States is now an institutionalized feature of that nation’s [Mexico’s] culture and society. It has been interwoven into the rituals of daily religious life and has itself transformed those rituals. In
western Mexico, seeing a retablo signed in Los Angeles, Dallas, or Chicago is as natural as seeing one from
Guadalajara, Morelia or Leon” (p. 120).
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